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Abstract—This paper proposes a dynamic programming
(DP) matching method with global features for online character
recognition. Many online character recognition methods have
utilized the ability of DP matching on compensating temporal
fluctuation. On the other hand, DP requires the Markovian
property on its matching process. Consequently, most tradi-
tional DP matching methods have utilized local information of
strokes such as xy-coordinates or local directions as features,
because it is easy to satisfy the Markovian property with those
features. Unfortunately, these local features cannot represent
global structure of character shapes. Although global features
that extract global structures of characters have high potential
to represent various key characteristics of character shapes,
conventional DP matching methods cannot handle global fea-
tures. This is because the incorporation of global features is
not straightforward due to the Markovian property of DP.
In this paper we propose a new scheme for DP matching
using global features. Our method first selects global features
which not only satisfy the Markovian property but also have
sufficient discrimination ability. By embedding the selected
global features into DP matching process, we can compensate
temporal fluctuation while considering the global structure
of the pattern. Experimental results show that our methods
can enhance the recognition accuracy for online numeral
characters.

Keywords-DP matching, feature extraction, feature selection,
global structure, online character recognition

I. INTRODUCTION

For online character recognition, many methods have been

proposed [1]. One of major recognition methods is dynamic

programming (DP) matching that is one of elastic matching

techniques. DP matching methods often handle temporal

sequences of local features to represent characters strokes.

The xy-coordinates at each point on the stroke [2] or local

direction [1], [3] which is derived as the relative vector

of two adjacent points are mainly used as local features.

This scheme has obtained good recognition accuracy. How-

ever, the locality of the characteristics in the DP matching

methods with local features neglects the non-Markovian

characteristics that are involved in our actual handwriting

process. We, therefore, must observe only the previous point

under the Markovian assumption. Thus, there is a significant

risk that “0” will become “6”.

One solution to the above problem is to incorporate a

global feature into the matching process. Mori et al. [4]

have shown that a global feature is useful for improving the

online character recognition accuracy. Their global feature

is defined as the relative vector between two temporarily

distant points. In other words, their global feature can

describe the relationship between two temporarily distant

points. For example, their global feature can represent the

relationship between the first and the last points of online

character pattern of “0”. Those points should be close to

each other in order not to misrecognize as “6”. For a

pattern of length I , it is possible to consider I(I − 1)/2
global features. In [4], the discriminative global features are

selected automatically from those I(I − 1)/2 features by

using the AdaBoost.

Surprisingly, the conventional DP matching methods have

not dealt with such a global feature. This is because the

incorporation of global features is not straightforward due

to the Markovian property of DP. Instead, the conventional

methods have relied on local features as noted above.

Therefore, if global features that satisfy the time-order and

the Markovian property can be selected among all the global

ones, DP matching can directly deal with global features.

In this paper, we propose a combination of DP matching

scheme and global features for improving online character

recognition accuracies. There are two main contributions

of this paper. First, we will provide a method for select-

ing global features which have not only the ability to be

incorporated into DP matching process but also sufficient

discrimination ability. This optimal selection is also done in

dynamic programing framework. Second, we will provide

a new DP matching scheme where the selected global

features as well as conventional local features. The proposed

scheme, of course, can compensate temporal fluctuation like

the original DP matching and also guarantee the global

optimality of the matching result.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
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reviews related works in feature extraction and DP matching.

Section III gives a conventional DP matching algorithm

with local features. Section IV explains the method to

select global features and the DP matching scheme with the

global features. The experiments and results are reported and

discussed in Section V. Section VI derives conclusions and

future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Feature for online character recognition

As mentioned in Section I, most online character recog-

nition methods have used xy-coordinate features or lo-

cal direction features (e.g., [1], [3]). As the exceptions,

several online character recognition methods exploit some

kinds of global features. One example is the relative stroke

position feature for representing inter-stroke relationship.

That, unfortunately, is used as just a supplement to a local

feature [5], [6]. Another example is the star feature [7]

which is based on an eight-directional representation (i.e.,

a quantized representation) of the entire character stroke;

it can be seen as a online version of the classical Sonde

method [8] for offline recognition.

The trial by Izadi and Suen [9] proposed a feature, called

relational context, that computes the relative pairwise dis-

tances and angles between arbitrary point pairs. Their trial,

however, is merely a preliminary evaluation of the usefulness

of global features. They used online patterns, each of which

was re-sampled to just 6 points, and all 6C2 pairs were used

for extracting 6C2 global features. Our previous research [4]

has proposed the relative vector between an arbitrary point

pair on the stroke and revealed that each character class

has its own important global structure through the feature

selection experiments.

B. DP matching with several kinds of features

Although many conventional DP matching methods for

the online character recognition use xy-coordinate features,

some DP matching-based online character recognition meth-

ods utilize both xy-coordinates and local directions to en-

hance the recognition accuracy. For example, Kobayashi et

al. [10] have proposed a two-step matching technique where

the directional feature is used in the first step for a rough

classification and the positional feature is used in the second

step.

Feature unification strategy can be found in [11]. This

strategy is that the directional distance is evaluated in terms

of a set of coordinate distances. Specifically, a sum of four

coordinate distances was used for the matching evaluation.

Two distances are for main evaluations. The other two

distances are for auxiliary evaluations and used conditionally

to compensate weakness of the main evaluations on several

cases. Predictive DP matching method that handles two types

of features in a unified manner has been proposed [12].

Predictive DP matching converts the distance of directional
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Figure 1. Conventional DP matching procedure.

features into that of coordinate features by a feature predic-

tion technique.

These methods utilized several kind of local features but

not global features. DP matching methods exploiting global

features have not been proposed.

III. CONVENTIONAL DP MATCHING WITH LOCAL

FEATURES

In advance to describing our proposed DP matching

method with global features, this section is devoted to review

the conventional DP matching with local features. Figure 1

depicts the DP procedure.

Let E be an input pattern of length J ,

E = e(1), e(2), . . . , e(j), . . . , e(J) (1)

and Pc be the reference pattern of length Ic in the class

c ∈ [1, C],

Pc = p(1), p(2), . . . , p(i), . . . , p(I). (2)

For simplicity, the notations p(i) and I are used here instead

of pc(i) and Ic. The vectors p(i) and e(j) are the following

two-dimensional local feature vectors,

p(i) = (x(i), y(i)), (3)

e(j) = (X(j), Y (j)), (4)

where (x(i), y(i)) and (X(j), Y (j)) are xy-coordinates at

the each point of strokes of Pc and E, respectively. Then

the evaluation of the matching between Pc and E is based

on the following distance

d(p(i), e(j)) = ‖(x(i), y(i))− (X(j), Y (j))‖. (5)

The matching between Pc and E are formulated as the

following optimization problem:

Minimize

D =
I

∑

i=1

d(p(i), e(ji)) (6)
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with respect to {ji|i = 1, . . . , I}, and subject to the so-called

continuity and monotonicity constraint

ji − ji−1 ∈ {0, 1, 2} (7)

and the boundary constraints, j1 = 1, jI = J . The set of

variables ji ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} specifies the matching (i.e., the

point-to-point correspondence) between Pc and E.

The above optimal matching problem has the Markovian

property. That is, when we consider the multi-stage decision

process of ji from i = 1 to I , the variable ji depends directly

on only ji−1 and not on ji−2, . . . , j1. Such a problem can

be solved by DP.

Specifically, the DP algorithm relies on the following

recursive equation:

G(i, j) = d(p(i), e(j)) + min
j′∈{j−2,j−1,j}

G(i− 1, j′), (8)

where G(i, j) denotes the minimum matching cost between

p(1), . . . , p(i) and e(1), . . . , e(j). The DP recursion implies

the fact that the minimum matching cost can be calculated

recursively from i = 1 to I . The cost G(I, J) is the

minimum distance between Pc and E and can be used

as the discriminative function; the class give the minimum

G(I, J)/I is the class of E.

IV. DP MATCHING WITH GLOBAL FEATURES

This section describes a new scheme for DP matching

exploiting global features. The proposed method consists

three parts. The first part is the global feature extraction that

describes the structural information of character shapes in

the feature extraction stage. The second part is the alternative

formulation of DP matching in order to incorporate the

global features. The third part is the selection of global

features for being incorporated into the above DP matching

algorithm.

A. Global feature extraction

As global features, we exploit the feature proposed in [4].

This global feature is defined as a simple relative vector

between an arbitrary point pair on the stroke. Details of

its generation are as follows: For each of IC2 point pairs,

relative vector (dx, dy) is calculated as the global feature.

Note that the set of the IC2 = I(I − 1)/2 global features

includes the conventional local direction features as a subset.

Figure 2 depicts an example of our global feature extrac-

tion. Global features are defined and extracted between an

interested point pi (i = 1, . . . , I) and other points for the

interested point pi.
Our global feature is simple but has high potential to

describe the unique characteristics of each class. Our global

features can regulate the relationship between two points

widely separated on the character stroke. Especially for the

online recognition task, it is possible to say that the global

feature can represent the non-Markovian characteristics of

handwriting.

P1

PI

Pi

Figure 2. Global feature related to pi.

B. DP matching for global features

The part gives the alternative formulation of DP match-

ing to incorporate the global features. An input pattern is

matched into each reference pattern using the global features

in the following DP matching algorithm. The evaluation of

the matching between E and Pc is based on the distance

between feature vectors, ge(l) and gp(k). Here gp(k) is the

global feature, that is selected in the feature selection proce-

dure described in section IV-C and used k (1 ≤ k, l ≤ K)-
thly in DP matching, of Pc. Here K is the number of the

selected global features. ge(l) is the selected global feature,

that is used l-thly in matching, of E. Let dg(gp(k), ge(l)) be

the distance between gp(k) and ge(l). Then dg(gp(k), ge(l))
is defined by

dg(gp(k), ge(l))

= ‖(gx(k), gy(k))− (GX(l), GY (l))‖. (9)

The matching between Pc and E are formulated as the

following optimization problem:

Minimize

Dg =

K
∑

k=1

dg(gp(k), ge(lk)) (10)

with respect to {lk|k = 1, . . . ,K}, and subject to the so-

called continuity and monotonicity constraint

lk − lk−1 ∈ {0, 1, 2} (11)

and the boundary constraints, l1 = 1, lK = K. The set of

variables lk ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} specifies the matching (i.e., the

point-to-point correspondence) between Pc and E.

Let s(k) and t(k) be the start point of the k-th

global feature and the end point of that, respectively.

The minimum matching cost between gp(1), . . . , gp(k) and

ge(1), . . . , ge(k), Gg(k, s(lk), t(lk)), is computed by the

following recursive equation:
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3. Procedure of global feature matching.

Gg(k, s(lk), t(lk)) = (12)

‖gp(s(k), t(k))− ge(s(lk), t(lk))‖

+



















































mint(lk)−t(lk−1)∈{0,1,2}Gg(k − 1, s(lk), t(lk−1))
if s(k) = s(k − 1)

mins(lk)−s(lk−1)∈{0,1,2}Gg(k − 1, s(lk−1), t(lk))
if t(k) = t(k − 1)

mint(lk)−t(lk−1)∈.....

s(lk)−s(lk−1)∈...

Gg(k − 1, s(lk−1), t(lk−1))

otherwise.

Figures 3 shows the matching procedure using the global

feature. For examples, Figure 3(b) corresponds to the second

condition (t(k) = t(k − 1)) in eq.(12). Although our DP

matching procedure gives various matching results even

under the use of global features, the feature selection method

described in IV-C allows only the result (b) that only s or t
shifts.

C. Optimal selection of global features

Although IV-B provides the scheme for DP matching

using global features, we cannot exploit all the above I(I−
1)/2 global feature in the DP-based elastic matching. The

reason is that, as noted before, DP requests the Markovian

property in its decision process. Therefore, we propose a

feature selection method, which consider not to violate the

Markovian property of the selected global features.

As the indicator for the feature efficiency, we exploit

the F -ratio value of each feature dimension. The F -ratio

value expresses the separability of each class on each feature

dimension and are computed as follows; Let gqc,k be the k-th

global feature value of the q-th sample in the c-th class. The

F -ratio value of the k-th global feature in the c-th class,

fc,k, is calculated by

fc,k = vc,k/vk, (13)

vc,k =
∑

q

(gqc,k −mc,k)
2/Nc, (14)

mc,k =
∑

q

gqc,k/Nc, (15)

vk =
∑

c

∑

q

(gqc,k −mk)
2/

∑

c

Nc, (16)

mk =
∑

c

∑

q

gqc,k/
∑

c

Nc, (17)

where Nc is the number of samples of the c-th class. fc,k
is the simple expression of fc(s(k), t(k)).

Next, we select global features used in the classification

stage exploiting the indicator, F -ratio value. In this paper we

regard the feature selection procedure as the optimization

problem. The goal of this optimization is set to minimize

the sum of the F -ratio values of the selected features. In

other words, the F -ratio value is regarded as the cost for

the efficient feature selection. As the optimization technique,

we utilize DP matching algorithm 1. The feature selection

procedure is described as follows: First, the following global

features satisfy the Markovian property;

s(k) ≥ s(k − 1), t(k) ≤ t(k − 1) for all k. (18)

To select more efficient global features to enhance the

recognition accuracy, the following equations need to be

satisfied;
{

s(k) = s(k − 1), t(k) = t(k − 1)− 1, or
s(k) = s(k − 1) + 1, t(k) = t(k − 1).

(19)

Here these conditions satisfy eq.(18).

The feature selection as the optimization problem is

formulated as

Minimize

H =

U
∑

u=1

fu =

U
∑

u=1

f(s(u), t(u)), (20)

where fu is the F -ratio value of the u-th selected global

feature (1 ≤ u ≤ U (= I)). To solve this optimization, the

1The DP matching used here is apparently a different procedure from
DP matching used in the classification stage
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s(1)=1; t(1)=I;

for i=1 to I

for j=I to i+1

if h(s(i-1),t(j)) < h(s(i),t(j-1))

h(s(i),t(j))

:=f(s(i),t(j))+h(s(i-1),t(j));

else

h(s(i),t(j))

:=f(s(i),t(j))+h(s(i),t(j-1));

end

end

Figure 4. Procedure of recurrence formula for global feature selection.

Figure 5. Feature selection procedure for global feature.

recurrence formula is defined as follows:

h(s(i), t(j)) = f(s(i), t(j))

+min(h(s(i− 1), t(j)), h(s(i), t(j − 1)), (21)

where h(s(i), t(j)) is the minimum sum of the F -ratio

values from s(1) to s(i) and from t(I) to t(j). In detail

this recurrence formula is solved by the procedure shown in

Figure 4.

Next, min s(i) is computed by searching i that provides

minimum h(s(i), s(i+1)) and the minimum path from 1 to

min s(i) is solved by the backtracking procedure. Selected

global features is obtained as features involved in this mini-

mum path. Figures 5 depicts the feature selection procedure

for the global feature. Figures 6 illustrates the examples of

feature selection results for the global feature. The left two

examples show appropriate results that satisfy the Markovian

property and obtained by our proposed algorithm. The other

right one shows an inappropriate matching result because of

the violation of the time-order and the Markovian property.

Our proposed method can avoid such a erroneous feature

selection.

����  !
Figure 6. Examples of the selection results for the global feature.

V. RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental setup

Online numeral samples from the UNIPEN database [13]

were used in our experiment. We selected 2,000 samples

of the 10 numeral classes (“0”-“9”) for training and used

another 2,000 samples of 10 classes for testing. In prepro-

cessing, each sample was linearly normalized to 128× 128
while keeping its original aspect ratio and then re-sampled

at I = 40. Finally, I local features, xy-coordinates, and

IC2 = I(I − 1)/2 global features were extracted from each

sample.

As the discriminant function, we used the 1-Nearest

Neighbor method. The input pattern is classified into the

class labeled by the reference pattern that has the minimum

distance between the input pattern and the interested refer-

ence pattern.

In this paper, we combine our proposed method and a

conventional DP matching with xy-coordinate features. Let

dxy(p(i), e(ji)) be the xy-coordinate feature-based distance.

The dg(gp(k), ge(lk)) is the the global feature-based dis-

tance. The total sum distance D′ on the combination of the

both methods is formulated using a weight parameter, α, as

follows;

D′ =
I

∑

i=1

α · dg(gp(k), ge(lk))

+(1− α) · dxy(p(i), e(ji)). (22)

The minimum D′ is used as the distance between the input

pattern and the interested reference pattern.

B. Results

Figure 7 shows the recognition accuracies of our proposed

method and conventional one for 10-class numeral classifi-

cation of the test samples. The vertical axis expresses the

recognition rate. The horizontal axis expresses the value of

the weight parameter α. Figure 7 provides that our proposed

method has improved the recognition rate by combining both

proposed and conventional methods (94.5% → 95.5%). In

detailed analysis for each class, our method well improved

“1” (88%→ 90.5%) and “7” (96%→ 98.5%). The reason
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Figure 7. Recognition accuracy (vs. α).

of this improvement is that the “part-to-part” correspondence

of our proposed method can discriminate the difference of

similar structures near the start points of “1” and “7”. On the

other hand, a single use of our method or the combination

that lays weight on the proposed method cannot outperform

the conventional method. This reason seems that our global

feature is more sensitive to stroke-order variations than the

conventional xy-coordinate feature.

VI. CONCLUSION

To enhance the recognition accuracy for online characters,

we have proposed the DP matching method with global

features. Global features are exploited for describing the

global structure of a character shape. This violates the

Markovian constraint that sometimes causes the erroneous

point-to-point correspondence. DP matching-based feature

selection method efficiently selects sets of global features to

avoid the time-series disorder and inconsistency on global

features using F -ratio values of each feature. DP matching

with selected global features realizes the matching between

patterns based on the “part-to-part” correspondence in the

classification stage. Our experimental results using online

numerical samples proved that our DP matching scheme can

enhance the recognition accuracy with the cooperation of

conventional DP matching with local features.

Future works are to apply our scheme to extended-

DP matching method like [12], extend global features to

relationship between three or multiple points and validate

our method for different characters such as Latin alphabet

and Chinese character.
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